
Quarantine, education and other distance activity 

We begin uncertainly enough goes out those snares in which quarantine was 

pounded all. To end the all considered that it would happen to anyone, but not with us. 

However, when «thunder rang» out, its found us are not quite to adjusted, are not 

organized to distance labor. And also it is touched are not only concretely every teacher, 

specialist and somebody, who had to work almost twenty four hour in the Internet, but also 

did not pass verification some distance systems in universities, educational establishments, 

which had to provide twenty four hour non-stop work with pupils and students. And here it 

follows to talk not only that were not ready to such overload the most university distance 

systems in Ukraine but also students, cities and villages, where they were to return in the 

period of quarantine. And if some students had the opportunity to communicate on the 

mobile Internet with teachers somehow, then someone had neither such telephones had not 

Internet also. Because nobody ever expected, that such time will come, that knowledge can 

be got only by the Internet. That teacher of schools, high school, pupils and students had to 

tune in to new style of receipt the knowledge and evaluation of quality the understanding 

of that, which did not even reach and not perceived by such method presentation. 

Quarantine, showed to us all a number of problem aspects to that are not ready any 

school, high school, their teachers, pupils and students. If instead of grant of concrete help 

in organization of realization of distance studies, revision of loading on every teacher that 

had to work twenty four hour with the students of different countries, majority of high 

school was given out only by orders, in relation to the terms of continuation of quarantine 

and labor in the framework of the existent unelaborated distance platforms. Here it is need 

to talk that even Ministry of education and science has not normative, legislative or 

methodical base, how it is need to apply the distance studies, and even more how need to 

conduct an evaluation and attestation of students for this system of education. So, the all 

responsibility, as always, is transferred on high school and even more precisely to say - on 

the guarantors of the educational programs, such knowledge are given for that. 

Therefore we wish to all teachers that carry good, clever and such necessary 

knowledge in the masses, successful and to continue to lead on the eve of new education 

company, to all future university entrants, that your high school is the best, and you are the 

best professionals that without regard to all terms is created in our country mainly to study 

abroad, to underlined telling expediency to get professional knowledge in itself! Because 

until now our education is the best, and our graduating students - are professionals, that 

will worked at all places over the world. And invite all graduating students to our native 

high school! Because it is anywhere have not better, than the Ukrainian education! 
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